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Laws

1. All plants and plant-derived materials will burn under 
the appropriate conditions.

2. Damage  ~ Fuel load

3. If you decide to burn – would will damage the 
environment –

the issues are:
a) How much damage is being done?
b) How long does it take for recovery?
c) What are the risks in not doing it?

4.   Plants grow slowly in the upland, this means to test 
any management treatments – you need time.



Law 1: All plants and plant-derived 
materials will burn under the 
appropriate conditions

Lab 
Experiments

SpreadIgnitabilty



Evidence
• Peats are dead organic matter and they record history.

• Most peatlands, even unmanaged, show evidence of fire through 
charcoal remains

• Fire return intervals 

• Literature: 75-1790 years

• Our data for Pennines 115-250 years

• In a dry year the probability that peatland will burn increases.

• Climate change – drier summers will increase this risk



Law 2: Damage  ~ Fuel Load
(after Keeley 2009)

Blatantly obvious and can be expressed in two ways.

• Fire intensity – the amount of energy released

• Fire severity – the amount of organic matter 
burned.



Law 3: If you decide to burn – you 
will damage the environment

Gene Likens Frank 
Bormann



Study of nutrient cycling-
Hubbard Brook

Loss of Biotic control



Study of nutrient cycling- Hubbard Brook effects 
of cutting on stream outflow

Loss of Biotic control



Predictions - if you burn or cut

• You will lose Biotic control for a period

• More water and nutrients will be lost 

• Recovery will take some time 

• Difference between Burning and Cutting – time over 
which losses and recovery take place. Possibly the 
amounts also 

• Andreas will enlighten us.



Law 4: Plants grow slowly in the upland, this 
means to test any management treatments –
you need time.

Also – we are where we are!



The experiment (ECN\ECT site)



Why you need proper records: taken 
summer 1956!

A

B

D

C



The Hard Hill Experiment
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Main-plot treatments

Grazed/Enclosed

Sub-plot 

treatments 

Burning rotation

No of burns since 

1954

Year of last burn Growing seasons between final 

sampling and last burn

Enclosed N 1 1954/55 47/48

Enclosed S 5 1995 5

Enclosed L 2 1995 5

Grazed N 1 1954/55 47/48

Grazed S 5 1995 5

Grazed L 2 1995 5

Grazed R 0 1924? Minimum 87

D

C

B
A

R-

plot
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Moor House – Hard Hill Grazing & 
Burning Expt 
here we marry experimental ecology

Designed Experiment

• 4 Blocks – all burned in 1954/5

• 2 x sheep grazing treatments 

(light grazing versus none) – Main plots

• 3 x burning rotations Sub-plots

• Every 10 years ~  S                6 burns

• Every 20 years ~   L 3 burns

• No burn since 1954/5   N 1 burn

• Each Block had a Reference plot (unburned
~90 years) relocated 2011 R 0 recent
burns
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Some summary effects on 
Biodiversity

MILLIGAN, G., ROSE, R.J., O'REILLY, J., MARRS, R.H. 2018. Effects of rotational prescribed burning and sheep grazing on moorland
plant communities: Results from a 60‐year intervention experiment. Land Degradation & Development, 29: 1397–1412. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/ldr.2953.
Higher plant, mosses, liverworts, lichens and plant functional types – too detailed to go into here

https://doi.org/10.1002/ldr.2953
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Results –Accumulation Rates
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Results –Accumulation Rates

✓✓✓
✓✓✓



Results –Accumulation Rates

Δ4.9 Δ1.9



Important,
still +ve

Results –Accumulation rates



Impact of wildfire if peat burns

C concentration of the above-ground vegetation in the 
surface 1-cm and 5-cm depth layers is 240 and 1274 g 
cm-2

If these surface peats were to be destroyed by wildfire it 
will take between 29 and 58 years to recover 

Assumes the best-case scenario with immediate 
ecosystem recovery, no lag in recovery and C 
accumulation rates of 36 g m-2 yr-1. 



Modelled effects of prescribed 

above-ground burning on C balance

Model = NEED 

to Re-DO!!



Moor management

• Wildfire is inevitable – fire-adapted flora

• Rewetting in most places is beneficial.
• Stopping prescribed burning in most places will increase 

Heather and hence fuel loads

• Prescribed burning or cutting will do some harm but probably 
less harm than wildfire

• No-burn areas retain Sphagnum regrowth potential better.

• For wildfire prevention suggest a mosaic of prescribed 
burning/cutting with some areas being left uncut.



Thanks

We thank the Nature Conservancy and its successor bodies for having the foresight to initiate the 
Hard Hill Burning Experiment and the UK Environmental Change Network for its continuation; the role 
of  Prof. Bill Heal and Michael Rawes was especially appreciated. 

This work was funded by the Heather Trust and NERC/DEFRA (FIREMAN BioDiversa project, 
NE/G002096/1). 

S. Yee provided graphical support.
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TRAINING, a Heather Trust-sponsored 
Prescribed Burning training day in Strathdon

Thanks for listening



Heather Trust Country Market & 
Sporting Sale

Guess who bought the lot to go to Kelso 
Races  - Halloween meet – this Saturday

Wife’s birthday, she is horse-mad 
Brownie points all round ☺☺☺



Research Perspectives

Andreas Heinemeyer
Senior Research Fellow (Associate Professor), 
Ecosystem Ecology/SEI, York University



Grouse moors on 
blanket bog:

(Rewetting, Rewilding, Vegetation Management)

The evidence from BD5104, its Phase 2 and other studies

Andreas Heinemeyer (SEI-York, UK)

Phoebe Morton & Harry Vallack (SEI-Y)
Will Burns & Abby Mycroft (PhD students)

Please note, final report (BD5104) has not yet been approved by Defra but has been submitted



UK Blanket Bog: management for what & how?

About 10% of the British uplands are managed for 
grouse (0.66 to 1.7 million ha) with about 30% of 
blanket bog under burn rotation.

Many areas are in a heather dominated and 
degraded state (i.e. losing carbon).

Defra guidance aims to follow an outcomes approach to:

o Suspend rotational burning on deep peat & rewet bogs
o Restore ‘active’ (peat forming) blanket bog vegetation

However, some important questions remain:

o How best to manage bog (e.g. burning, mowing or not at all)?
o What goes on in the peat (the “nitty gritty” processes)?



An uncertain future: climatic pressures

(Angela Gallego-Sala et al., 2010)

→ Prediction of a shrinking “climatic envelope” range of blanket bog habitat

Currently:
Previous emissions

Future:
High emission scenario

Number of model predictions 
with #bogs per 5 km2 grid 

area 



Issues, evidence & uncertainties

Drainage

Cutting

Burning

Fertilising

Main studies on burning:

1) EMBER
2) Moor House
3) Peatland-ES-UK

Main studies on rewetting:

1) Many, but…
2) varied & conflicting 
3) scale-dependent & often short



Rewetting (grip blocking)

Key literature on blocking drainage ditches (grips): Dissolved organic carbon (DOC)

Post-blocking DOC data has been reported by (but with very different results):

Titles can be misleading:

Interpretation needs to consider limitations:

LONG   → ± : Armstrong et al., 2010 (7 yrs +ve/±); Evans et al., 2018 (6 yrs ±); 
Peacock et al., 2018 (4 yrs ±); 
MID      → +ve : Wilson et al., 2011 (3 years +ve); Gibson et al., 2009 (2 yrs +ve); 

Turner et al., 2013 (1 yr +ve); 
SHORT → +ve/±: Worrall et al., (10 mon –ve/±); Wallage et al., 2006 (5 mon +ve). 

A shorter monitoring period (<3 years) seems “OK” when the data are very positive: 
i.e. Wilson et al.; Gibson et al.; Wallage et al. → IUCN UK Peatland, Defra, NE evidence

“Peatland ditch blocking has no effect on dissolved organic matter (DOM) quality”
(Peacock et al., 2018)

monitoring (time), sampling (frequency), control (comparison), pre-intervention 
differences (true comparison), scale (plot or catchment) and replication (distance).



Burning: The EMBER study …

3/5 > 600 m ALL < 600 m

3/5 > 1700 mm 4/5 < 1400 mm

And:  (1) difference in vegetation type (NVC)
(2) unburnt 33% larger catchments

‘Space for time’ study: assumes all is the same at all sites (10) apart from management, but is it?

→ SITE should have been a factor in the 
statistics but it was excluded!

Unburnt    Burnt

Graphs by Dr Mark Ashby (Lancaster Univ.)



Results (after > 50 years!):

• Least disturbed (no burning since 1954) dominated by Calluna vulgaris 
• Most disturbed (burned every 10 years) more Eriophorum vaginatum & Sphagnum moss 

spp.
• Less disturbed (burned every 20‐years) showed an intermediate response.

Investigating the effects of vegetation management by grazing and long-term rotational burning 
on blanket bog vegetation since 1954 

https://www.ecologicalcontinuitytrust.org/moor-house

Burning: MOOR HOUSE …

Findings confirm that:

Prescribed burning does not exclude peat‐forming species (Eriophorum spp. and Sphagnum
spp.) but these were actually found in greater abundance under more frequent burning.

It also confirms that a no‐management policy will lead to increasing heather dominance, a 
flammable, fire‐adapted shrub, which increases summer wildfire risk.



Harper et al. 2018 (1) benefit vs. fire risk…



Harper et al., 2018 (2) evidence gaps…

• Assess vegetation effects on DOC and water quality

• Complete burn cycles at many sites

• Assess charcoal impacts on carbon budgets

Research on grouse moor management needs to:

Specifically, research needs to:

• Combine plot and catchment-scale studies

• Conduct long-term and holistic impact research

• Compare benefits/drawbacks of burning vs. mowing



… Peatland-ES-UK

Experimental design incorporates three statistical approaches:

1. large catchment-scale (most policy-relevant) manipulations and monitoring;

2. small plot-scale (most scientifically-relevant) manipulations and monitoring;

3. Before-After-Control-Impact (BACI) of pre- versus post-management change. 



BD5104 Research Platform

Paired catchments:

3 sites
Each with Burnt vs. Mown

Phase 2 (5 more years)

2018         2019        2020        2021         2022

Burnt 
catchment

Mown 
catchment

Uncut 
(plots)

4 plot replicates (each):
Uncut
Burnt

Mown ± brash 
(left/removed)

Phase 1 (Defra funded)



Climate

Fluxes

Peat 
hydrology

Stream export

Carbon uptake

Decomposition

Rainfall

Water tables

Stream flow

Carbon budget Water budget

Water quality

Biodiversity (‘bog, bug, bird’)

Holistic research approach

Ecosystem Services



Main findings (Phase 1)

Overall findings:

1. Every site is different (e.g. peat hydrology and site history!)

2. Every year is different (e.g. frost damage and heather beetle!)

3. Monitoring pre vs. post intervention state (e.g. by chance differences!) 

4. IUCN UK Peatland Code C flux means similar (but much higher site ranges!)

Specific aspects:

1. Soil temperature: only minimal increase after burning (sensor artefact)

2. Vegetation: only just recovering from management (too early)

3. Hydrology: wetter peat and reduced runoff (flooding) under mowing

4. Water quality: no management but vegetation effect (i.e. SUVA & sedge)

5. Carbon storage: increased under higher burn frequencies (i.e. charcoal)

6. GHGs: the wetter the more methane (wetter not necessarily better)



Vegetation Dynamics: site & management

U
n

cu
t

B
u

rn
t

M
o

w
n

→ A system in transition towards a new equilibrium, but which?

Burning resulted in:

→ Initially higher amount of bare ground
→ Increased non-Sphagnum moss cover (but very variable)
→ Slower initial heather regrowth from germination

Mowing resulted in:

→ Higher amount of sedges (but already before management)
→ Increased Sphagnum moss cover in year 5 (two sites)
→ Similar heather regrowth and nutrient content as on burnt plots

Site differences showed:

→ Higher plant diversity with increased site wetness
→ Highest Sphagnum moss cover at wettest site
→ Highest Sphagnum diversity at driest site



Hydrology: mowing vs. burning

→On average 2-4 cm higher water tables (wetter) 
on mown plots (with leaving brash)

→No management effect but greater Sedge & Sphagnum
cover showed higher DOC

Flow measurements

Plot measurements

→After 1st mowing 10%, after 2nd 20% reduction in flow
in two of the three mown catchments

→ No management effect on DOC (or POC) was found.



Burn frequency link to C accumulation (via charcoal)

Mean burn frequency (every # years)
28 ± 8
25 ± 9
23 ± 9



Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG): variability

→ Site & interannual 
variability

→The wetter does not necessarily mean the better… 
(i.e. wetter: > methane  & > net GHG emissions)!

→ So far no grouse moors in the IUCN UK Peatland Code!

Uncut plots



https://www.ecologicalcontinuitytrust.org/peatland-es-uk

Peatland-ES-UK: now also officially long-term!



Thank you !
And for support from: 

Defra, SEI, CEH (ECN), Gamekeepers, YPP, NE
The Heather Trust; Moorland Association; BASC; YWS; UU; 

The York BOG-TEAM

See http://peatland-es-uk.york.ac.uk

http://peatland-es-uk.york.ac.uk/


Policy and Practice

Simon Thorp, Chair of the EWWF



Wildfire: Where to Next?

Simon Thorp
Chairman, England & Wales Wildfire Forum



The Plan



The Plan

• Wildfire   
• 15 mins

• Uplands Management Group 
• 5 mins - Introduction

• 10 mins – Mark Owen

• Long-term Management Plans
• 10 mins – Mark Owen

• Questions



Introduction

• Aim:
• Summarise the EWWF view of wildfire issues

• Consider the options for improving the state of planning 
and preparedness for wildfire.

• Main focus – strategic issues in England
• Wildfire needs a UK  / International approach

• Scottish Wildfire Forum, National Fire Chiefs Council

• Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, Fire & Rescue 
Services

• Special feature – cross-sector impact of wildfire 



Winter Hill, Lancashire



Wildfire in England

Government

• The Home Office
• Lead Government department for wildfire

• Response

• Fire & Rescue Services

• The Cabinet Office
• Local Resilience Forums

• National Risk Register

• Defra
• Natural England

• Habitat - management of the fuel



Wildfire in England

Non-Government

• National Fire Chiefs Council - Wildfire Group
• Sub group of NFCC

• Senior Fire Officers

• Fire Groups
• 13 in England

• EWWF
• 29 members

• Cross-sector



EWWF Members

Grouping Organisation

Governmental

Home Office (Lead government department for 
wildfire)
Civil Contingencies Secretariat, Cabinet Office
DEFRA
Welsh Assembly Government

Representative 
organisations

Country Land & Business Association (CLA)
Fire Brigades Union (FBU)
Heather Trust
Moorland Association
Scottish Wildfire Forum

Fire & rescue 
services

National Fire Chief's Council (NFCC) Wildfire Group
Defence Fire Risk Management Organisation
Northumberland Fire and Rescue Service
South Wales Fire and Rescue Service



EWWF Members
Grouping Organisation

Government agencies

Forestry Commission England
Met Office
Natural England
Natural Resources Wales
Network Rail

National parks and 
local authorities

English National Park Authorities
Dorset County Council
Local Government Association (LGA)
Peak District National Park Authority

Research institutions Manchester University

Special interest 
groups

South East England Wildfire Group (SEEWG)
Northumberland Fire Group (NFG)
Peak District Fire Operations Group (FOG)
Urban Heaths Partnership



EWWF

Features

• Voluntary strategic body

• Independent of government 

• Created to expand knowledge and understanding 
of wildfire 

• Overall purpose to reducing the harmful impact of 
wildfires by promoting joint working and 
collaboration

Assessment of progress



The Malvern Hills



The Malvern Hills

Representations to Government



Letter to Government – July 2018

To Home Office & Defra

• How can the EWWF help

Contents

• EWWF – UK & international connections

• 2018 wildfires 
• Throughout the UK
• Not just in the north of England
• Not always in remote areas

• Wildfire conferences
• 2015 – Glasgow - “Prevention better than Cure”
• 2017 – Bournemouth - “Wildfire resilience in a UK 

context”



Wildfire Conference 2019

Hosted by South Wales FRS

Principality Stadium, Cardiff

20-21 November 2019

Theme: management for wildfire
How to manage land to reduce the risk of damage from 

wildfire



Letter to Government – July 2018

Issues

• Lack of awareness

• Planning = routine part of land management

• Avoid reactive response 
• should not come as a surprise
• Wildfire - ‘when not if’

• Cooperation → risk of damage reduced

• Wildfire not confined to remote rural areas

• Rural–Urban interface – greater risk to people & 
property
• Marlow, July 2018



Marlow, Oxfordshire



Letter to Government – July 2018

Issues (cont)

• Within urban areas 
• Wanstead Flats, East London – 15 July 18

• Climate change – threat levels increasing

• Need for a national strategic direction

• Role of LRFs – is sufficient wildfire knowledge 
available?
• Linkage Fire Groups → LRFs

• Split of responsibilities at government level
• No department has an overview of wildfire

• Role for EWWF – to bridge the gap



Letter to Government – July 2018

Four recommendations:

• Fire Danger Rating System

• Fire Groups

• Wildfire Strategy

• Guidance – management of open land



Response from Government

Defra

• Review of wildfire planned

• EWWF support – start the process
• Workshop in January

Home Office

• Less receptive

• National Risk Register - Review



Browndown, Gosport



Browndown, Gosport

Recommendations



Fire Danger Rating System

What is a FDRS?

“…an assessment of both fixed and variable factors 
of the fire environment which determine: ease of 
ignition, rate of spread, difficulty of control and fire 
impact.” 

(Alexander and Merrill, 1987)



Fire Danger Rating System

What have we got already? (a lot of acronyms)
• MetOffice Fire Severity Index (MOFSI)
• Met Office Rainfall and Evaporation Calculation 

System (MORECS) 
• EU Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS)
• MetOffice - Daily Hazard Assessment (DHA) that is 

issued by the Natural Hazard Partnership (NHP)
• Advanced Fire Information System (AFIS) – South 

Africa

• Individual interpretation of EFFIS data
Key point: to have value, the raw information needs to 
be interpreted by a wildfire specialist



Fire Danger Rating System

Range of systems

• All based on the Canadian Forest Fire Weather 
Index (FWI) System

• Simplification required
• Assessment of relative merits

• Needs adaptation for UK conditions – research
• Scotland Invitation to Tender issued



Fire Danger Rating System

Why do we want one?

• Better warning of periods of wildfire risk

• Benefit to FRS, land managers & local resilience 
forums

• Allow deployment of FRS specialist equipment

• Increased level of monitoring – firewatching

• Warnings to public

A very valuable tool



Fire Danger Rating System

Short Term Solution

Make the most of information that is already 
available

Longer term solution

Based on new research / evidence



EU Forest fire Information System (EFFIS)

Mati – 23 July

Mati – 26 July Inverness – 26 July



Fire Groups
• Peak District FOG

• formed in 1996 after a serious moorland fire. 

• Contributors: six fire services, National Park rangers, 
National Trust wardens, water companies, major 
landowners and gamekeepers 



Fire Groups

• Northumberland Fire Group
• Activities to protect rural communities, the rural 

economy and the natural environment

• Multi-agency partnership

• Wildfire fire plans – cover 120,000 ha

• Annual wildfire exercises

• Raising awareness of wildfire issues



Wildfire Strategy

• Unnecessary bureaucracy?

• Could show how the various parts of the machine 
fit together
• Improve collaboration and integration

• What would it look like
• No model

• Keep at strategic level



The Roaches, 
Staffordshire



Guidance – management of Open Land

• Learn from the experience in 2018

• Are we doing enough to protect:
• People

• Property

• Livestock & wildlife

• Sensitive habitats

• Critical infrastructure

• Ecosystem services

• Uplands Management Group
• T&F Group established

• Produce guidance of the issues to be considered

• How to draw up a management plan for wildfire



Bingley, Yorkshire
October 2018



A final thought



It couldn’t happen here

Or could it?



Guidance for Practitioners

Simon Thorp
Chairman, Uplands Management Group



UMG - Background

• Developed from the Best Practice Burning Group
- Long run - 2003-2015
- Independent Practitioner group
- Develop management guidance on wide range of 

topics
- Initially a peatland focus
- Implementation of the Blanket Bog Restoration 

Strategy
- Expand to cover other topics

• Publish guidance
• Web based – www.uplandsmanagement.co.uk
• Practitioners principal audience

• Links to Defra’s Uplands Stakeholder Forum



Questions

Pre-Bogathon, 
Kinder Scout



UMG - Guidance

• Heather and Grass Burning Code
• Best practice guides

• NE Upland Evidence Review

• Other Reports

UMG Completed Reports
• Vegetation Transfer

• Sphagnum

• Sphagnum Guidance
• Land Management Guidance



UMG - Guidance

UMG Work in Progress

• Moorland Wildfire 
• Wildfire mitigation planning
• How to manage land to minimise the risk of damage

• Blanket Bog Restoration Monitoring 
• Assess impact of restoration management on the 

condition of blanket bogs
• Practitioners monitoring protocol 
• Supplement more formal monitoring

• Veterinary Livestock Treatments

• Moorland Margins

• Woodland and Moorland



UMG – Land Management Guidance

• Developed in conjunction with 
MFF

• Implement the joint voluntary 
Defra BBRS agreed with the USF

• The five agreed outcomes

– the capture and storage of carbon

– improved water quality and flow 
regulation

– high levels of biodiversity

– a healthy red grouse population

– good quality grazing



Questions

Bogathon, Raby Moor



UMG – Land Management Guidance

Guidance in three parts:

• Decision making toolkit

– Use on the ground

– agree the starting condition of the 
blanket bog

• Outcomes and improvements

– Describes the most likely starting 
points

– explains how each state of deep peat 
meets or detracts from the five 
agreed key outcomes

• Frequently asked questions



Questions

Bogathon - Mungrisdale, 
Cumbria



UMG – Next Steps

• Importance of practitioner guidance

– No change until someone does something

– Establish a baseline

• More effective than regulation

• Move beyond peatland – cover all upland management 
issues

• Link to USF important – feed into policy 

• Integrated approach – links across agendas

– Wildfire

– Blanket bog restoration

– Support for practitioner knowledge & experience

• Potential to link to other work

– Scotland: Principles of Moorland Management 



QuestionsMark Owen



Policy and Practice

Mark Owen, Natural England



Long Term Plans

Progress with Long Term Plans 

Mark Owen, Senior Advisor - Uplands 
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LONG TERM PLANS - Background

• EC Infraction about burning on blanket bog

• Developed ‘The Blanket Bog Restoration Strategy - an outcomes approach’

• Requirement to revoke or modify consents for repeated burning on blanket bog

• Voluntary approach 

• Long Term Plans – a way of working to deliver the Restoration Strategy alongside 
sustainable land management

• Plans will not be suitable in all cases – so other options too

100



Bespoke 
with shared 

vision 

Long term  
certainty for 

land 
management 
and business 

Focus on 
blanket bog 

restoration but 
includes other 

habitats

Consent for using 
vegetation 

management tools 
with monitoring 

and review 

Option to use 
Discretionary 

Advice Service 

Acts restoration 
plan for CS

as

Plans should enable 
land managers to use 

their skills in restoration 
and other 

environmental 
improvements



LONG TERM PLANS - Progress

• EC Infraction ‘cases’ – 187

• To date 12 Long Term Plans signed

• A Further 9 at late stages of production – will address 25 ‘cases’

• Another 20 cases dealt with by other means eg new Countryside Stewardship 
Agreement, new consent, consent expired and not renewed

• Revision of HLS Moorland Management Plans – c. 80 cases on going

• Formal process of amending / revoking other SSSI consents for burning

102



The Bigger Picture: 

Despite a current focus on blanket bog restoration there are other 
opportunities for re-wetting, rewilding and vegetation management to 
meet the challenges we face in climate change Britain. 



Sustainable upland sheep 

farmingCarbon storage and 

sequestration

Wildfire mitigation

Outcomes

High water quality and 

flood alleviation

Thriving upland bird 

populations
A viable grouse shoot

Landscape and access

enjoyment



Principles for Upland 
Management Plans

1. A shared vision and commitment

2. Common Generic Features

✓ Identification and management of sensitive features
✓ Sustainable infrastructure – existing and proposed
✓ Vegetation management and restoration & species management
✓ Landscape 
✓ Monitoring requirements of environmental outcomes
✓ Research and trials

3. Locally relevant

4. Clear terms and conditions (including the plans acting as a consent)

5. Monitoring and Annual Review

6. Sensible Lifespan

7. Transparency

105



Case Studies

Anthony Barber-Lomax, Resident Agent, Fitzwilliam 
Wentworth Estate



Bradfield Moor - Wet ‘n’ Wild



Bradfield Moor

Bradfield Moor



Moorland Activity

Public Access Farming

Shooting Conservation



Land use: Moorland

Grassland

Woodland

Field boundaries:

Access: Highway

Private Track

Footpath

Bridleway

Buildings: Residential

Agricultural

Commercial

Quarries:

Utilities:

Grouse Butts:

Hydrology: Water Course

Reservoir

Electricity

Gas

Telephone



Stakeholder Objectives

• Shooting & Farming
• Conservation



Public Goods
(Natural Capital + Ecosystem Services)

• Landscape

• Water 

• Carbon

• Habitat



70Ha Clearfell/Restoration
100 Timber Dams
65 Heather Dams
300 Stone Dams
500 Peat Dams
2km Fencing
8Ha Bare Peat Restoration
4km PROW Improvement



New Regime

VC/LTMP

• Deep Peat –
burning/cutting

• Sphagnum Inoculation -
plug/seed

• Fire resilience

• Infrastructure Reqt’s



Long Term Management Plan Outcomes



Future Capital Works

18km gully blocking/re-profiling 40ha blanket bog extension 



Wildfire Risk Assessment



Wildfire Mitigation & Control
• Severity 

Index!

• Preparedne
ss

• Access

• Resources

• Breaks



Infrastructure

Public Access Good Private Access Bad



Infrastructure

Requires Planning Consent Doesn’t Require Planning Consent



Getting Wet

• Timescale?

• Cost

• Physical limitations

• Habitat diversity

• Growth rates

• Fire resistance? 

• Infrastructure

Going Wild

• Absence of environmental & 
economic value

• Designation breach?

• Species/habitat change

• Landscape change

• Wildfire susceptibility

• Irreversible

Vegetation Management - Conclusions



Case Studies

Dave O’Hara, Site Manager at RSPB Dove Stone



Dove Stone 
RSPB – United Utilities 
Partnership

Peatland management at Dove Stone







UK Uplands 
- Internationally important for birds



Dove Stone RSPB/UU Partnership
4,000 ha – 2,500 ha of peatland

• ) 





Catchment pressures



Peatland condition pre SCaMP



Intact peatland, but dry, often a 
mono-culture of cotton-grass 



Bare peat and erosion gullies



Pearsall in 1950
• Bog – mixed moor – cotton-sedge/heather-moor































2015





Water table restoration using heather bales  

















Volunteers have a crucial role 



Evidence of benefits of 
restoration





Dunlin



Breeding waders from full surveys
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Dove Stone breeding wader (prs) on 
annual 14 km sample
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Golden Plover productivity study

Over 80% nest hatching success (n = 54 pairs)
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How does a higher water table 
benefit breeding waders and other 
birds?



Red Grouse
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Burning impact on heather-
dominated deep peat

• Loss of bryophytes 

• Dense heather seedlings

• Heather mono-culture









Heather cutting on bog

Extensive sphagnum hummocks  developing where 
heather cut c. 7 years previously 



Any questions?

.. To the panel…..



Panel hosted by Dave Chapman, MFFP

Amanda Craig (Natural England)

Amanda Anderson (Moorland Association)

Dave Chandler, Science Programme Manager (MFFP)

Matt Scott-Campbell, Conservation and Land Management 
Programme Manager (MFFP)

John Scott (PDNPA) 

Anthony Barber-Lomax (Fitzwilliam Wentworth Estate)

Dave O’Hara (RSPB)


